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大数据聚类的算法不多，Apache Mahout 推出的聚类算法只有 5 种，其中有 4 种
基于 Kmeans 算法开发的，Spark 官方推出的聚类算法目前只有 Kmeans。一些效
果较好的聚类算法，它们的时间复杂度比较高，开发出适应大数据聚类的难度较


































In recent years, more and more huge amounts of data information is produced in 
many industries in the condition of the fast progress of computer science and 
technology. Cluster analysis technology is an important part of Data Mining, and of 
course, the development of cluster analysis is also fast and mature in this condition. a 
series of classical cluster algorithm is proposed, but cluster algorithms which are 
suitable for big data are scarce, Apache Mahout only implements five kinds of 
clustering algorithm, and there are four kinds of these algorithms based on Kmeans, 
Spark officially launched just Kmeans, some cluster algorithm have a good effect, but 
these time complexity is very high, which usually is difficult to implement to adapt to 
big data cluster. Kmeans cluster algorithm can be used for large data, but its iterative 
process is so long because of the I/O operation on HDFS. 
This paper proposes BM2Kmeans algorithm based on hierarchy and 
classification, which gets micro cluster center set by cluster feature tree, and gets the 
initial cluster center set by the Maximin algorithm and micro cluster center set. At the 
same time, it also proposes BMCMCluster algorithm based on hierarchy and density, 
which uses micro cluster centers to fusioning micro cluster. The first algorithm can 
quickly search a fine and stable initial centers to implement efficient big data cluster, 
but you need to specify the number of class; the last algorithm can also realize a quick 
and efficient big data cluster, and the number of class does not need to specify, big 
cluster is formed by means of micro cluster fusion, this algorithm can discover 
arbitrary shape cluster. 
In this paper, we use the data in the fields of oil and gas exploration as our 
experimental data, we realize the two integrated cluster algorithm based on Hadoop 
platform. And we verify the two integrated cluster algorithm by clustering measures 
and the clustering result of visual display. The experiments show that the integrated 
















is superior to the traditional Kmeans algorithm on effect. We also give the clustering 
result of visual display to the integrated cluster algorithm based on hierarchy and 
density method which called BMCMCluster. 
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程。下面是知识发现的一般过程示意图，如图 1.1 所示： 
 
 






































































世纪 60 年代 1 万美元 1M，已经降到现在的 1 美分 1G 的水平，其价差高达亿倍，


























































图 1.5 反映社交网络 Facebook上人们活跃程度的世界地图 
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